
In Proceedings of the 38th Annual Meeting or the ACL, 2000, Hong Kong.Lexicalized Stochastic Modeling of Constraint-Based Grammarsusing Log-Linear Measures and EM TrainingStefan RiezlerIMS, Universität Stuttgartriezler@ims.uni-stuttgart.de Detlef PrescherIMS, Universität Stuttgartprescher@ims.uni-stuttgart.deJonas KuhnIMS, Universität Stuttgartjonas@ims.uni-stuttgart.de Mark JohnsonCog. & Ling. Sciences, Brown UniversityMark_Johnson@brown.eduAbstractWe present a new approach tostochastic modeling of constraint-based grammars that is based on log-linear models and uses EM for esti-mation from unannotated data. Thetechniques are applied to an LFGgrammar for German. Evaluation onan exact match task yields 86% pre-cision for an ambiguity rate of 5.4,and 90% precision on a subcat framematch for an ambiguity rate of 25.Experimental comparison to train-ing from a parsebank shows a 10%gain from EM training. Also, a newclass-based grammar lexicalization ispresented, showing a 10% gain overunlexicalized models.1 IntroductionStochastic parsing models capturing contex-tual constraints beyond the dependencies ofprobabilistic context-free grammars (PCFGs)are currently the subject of intensive research.An interesting feature common to most suchmodels is the incorporation of contextual de-pendencies on individual head words into rule-based probability models. Such word-basedlexicalizations of probability models are usedsuccessfully in the statistical parsing mod-els of, e.g., Collins (1997), Charniak (1997),or Ratnaparkhi (1997). However, it is stillan open question which kind of lexicaliza-tion, e.g., statistics on individual words orstatistics based upon word classes, is the bestchoice. Secondly, these approaches have incommon the fact that the probability models

are trained on treebanks, i.e., corpora of man-ually disambiguated sentences, and not fromcorpora of unannotated sentences. In all of thecited approaches, the Penn Wall Street Jour-nal Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) is used,the availability of which obviates the standarde�ort required for treebank training�hand-annotating large corpora of speci�c domainsof speci�c languages with speci�c parse types.Moreover, common wisdom is that trainingfrom unannotated data via the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster etal., 1977) yields poor results unless atleast partial annotation is applied. Experi-mental results con�rming this wisdom havebeen presented, e.g., by Elworthy (1994) andPereira and Schabes (1992) for EM trainingof Hidden Markov Models and PCFGs.In this paper, we present a new lexicalizedstochastic model for constraint-based gram-mars that employs a combination of head-word frequencies and EM-based clusteringfor grammar lexicalization. Furthermore, wemake crucial use of EM for estimating theparameters of the stochastic grammar fromunannotated data. Our usage of EM was ini-tiated by the current lack of large uni�cation-based treebanks for German. However, our ex-perimental results also show an exception tothe common wisdom of the insu�ciency of EMfor highly accurate statistical modeling.Our approach to lexicalized stochastic mod-eling is based on the parametric family of log-linear probability models, which is used to de-�ne a probability distribution on the parsesof a Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) forGerman. In previous work on log-linear mod-els for LFG by Johnson et al. (1999), pseudo-



likelihood estimation from annotated corporahas been introduced and experimented withon a small scale. However, to our knowledge,to date no large LFG annotated corpora ofunrestricted German text are available. For-tunately, algorithms exist for statistical infer-ence of log-linear models from unannotateddata (Riezler, 1999). We apply this algorithmto estimate log-linear LFG models from largecorpora of newspaper text. In our largest ex-periment, we used 250,000 parses which wereproduced by parsing 36,000 newspaper sen-tences with the German LFG. Experimentalevaluation of our models on an exact-matchtask (i.e. percentage of exact match of mostprobable parse with correct parse) on 550manually examined examples with on average5.4 analyses gave 86% precision. Another eval-uation on a verb frame recognition task (i.e.percentage of agreement between subcatego-rization frames of main verb of most proba-ble parse and correct parse) gave 90% pre-cision on 375 manually disambiguated exam-ples with an average ambiguity of 25. Clearly,a direct comparison of these results to state-of-the-art statistical parsers cannot be madebecause of di�erent training and test data andother evaluation measures. However, we wouldlike to draw the following conclusions from ourexperiments:� The problem of chaotic convergence be-haviour of EM estimation can be solvedfor log-linear models.� EM does help constraint-based gram-mars, e.g. using about 10 times more sen-tences and about 100 times more parsesfor EM training than for training from anautomatically constructed parsebank canimprove precision by about 10%.� Class-based lexicalization can yield a gainin precision of about 10%.In the rest of this paper we intro-duce incomplete-data estimation for log-linearmodels (Sec. 2), and present the actual designof our models (Sec. 3) and report our experi-mental results (Sec. 4).

2 Incomplete-Data Estimation forLog-Linear Models2.1 Log-Linear ModelsA log-linear distribution p�(x) on the set ofanalyses X of a constraint-based grammar canbe de�ned as follows:p�(x) = Z��1e���(x)p0(x)where Z� = Px2X e���(x)p0(x) is a normal-izing constant, � = (�1; : : : ; �n) 2 IRn is avector of log-parameters, � = (�1; : : : ; �n) isa vector of property-functions �i : X ! IR fori = 1; : : : ; n, � � �(x) is the vector dot prod-uct Pni=1 �i�i(x), and p0 is a �xed referencedistribution.The task of probabilistic modeling with log-linear distributions is to build salient proper-ties of the data as property-functions �i intothe probability model. For a given vector � ofproperty-functions, the task of statistical in-ference is to tune the parameters � to bestre�ect the empirical distribution of the train-ing data.2.2 Incomplete-Data EstimationStandard numerical methods for statis-tical inference of log-linear models fromfully annotated data�so-called completedata�are the iterative scaling meth-ods of Darroch and Ratcli� (1972) andDella Pietra et al. (1997). For data consistingof unannotated sentences�so-called incom-plete data�the iterative method of the EMalgorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) has to beemployed. However, since even complete-dataestimation for log-linear models requiresiterative methods, an application of EM tolog-linear models results in an algorithmwhich is expensive since it is doubly-iterative.A singly-iterative algorithm interleaving EMand iterative scaling into a mathematicallywell-de�ned estimation method for log-linearmodels from incomplete data is the IMalgorithm of Riezler (1999). Applying thisalgorithm to stochastic constraint-basedgrammars, we assume the following to begiven: A training sample of unannotated sen-tences y from a set Y, observed with empirical



Input Reference model p0, property-functions vector � with constant �#, parsesX(y) for each y in incomplete-data sample from Y.Output MLE model p�� on X .ProcedureUntil convergence doCompute p�; k�, based on � = (�1; : : : ; �n),For i from 1 to n doi := 1�# ln Py2Y ~p(y)Px2X(y) k�(xjy)�i(x)Px2X p�(x)�i(x) ,�i := �i + i,Return �� = (�1; : : : ; �n).Figure 1: Closed-form version of IM algorithmprobability ~p(y), a constraint-based grammaryielding a set X(y) of parses for each sentencey, and a log-linear model p�(�) on the parsesX = Py2Yj~p(y)>0X(y) for the sentences inthe training corpus, with known values ofproperty-functions � and unknown valuesof �. The aim of incomplete-data maximumlikelihood estimation (MLE) is to �nd a value�� that maximizes the incomplete-data log-likelihood L = Py2Y ~p(y) lnPx2X(y) p�(x),i.e., �� = argmax�2IRn L(�):Closed-form parameter-updates for this prob-lem can be computed by the algorithm of Fig.1, where �#(x) = Pni=1 �i(x), and k�(xjy) =p�(x)=Px2X(y) p�(x) is the conditional prob-ability of a parse x given the sentence y andthe current parameter value �.The constancy requirement on �# can beenforced by adding a �correction� property-function �l:Choose K = maxx2X �#(x) and�l(x) = K � �#(x) for all x 2 X .Then Pli=1 �i(x) = K for all x 2 X .Note that because of the restriction of X tothe parses obtainable by a grammar from thetraining corpus, we have a log-linear probabil-ity measure only on those parses and not onall possible parses of the grammar. We shall

therefore speak of mere log-linear measures inour application of disambiguation.2.3 Searching for Order in ChaosFor incomplete-data estimation, a sequenceof likelihood values is guaranteed to convergeto a critical point of the likelihood functionL. This is shown for the IM algorithm inRiezler (1999). The process of �nding likeli-hood maxima is chaotic in that the �nal likeli-hood value is extremely sensitive to the start-ing values of �, i.e. limit points can be lo-cal maxima (or saddlepoints), which are notnecessarily also global maxima. A way tosearch for order in this chaos is to search forstarting values which are hopefully attractedby the global maximum of L. This problemcan best be explained in terms of the mini-mum divergence paradigm (Kullback, 1959),which is equivalent to the maximum likeli-hood paradigm by the following theorem. Letp[f ] = Px2X p(x)f(x) be the expectation ofa function f with respect to a distribution p:The probability distribution p� thatminimizes the divergence D(pjjp0) toa reference model p0 subject to theconstraints p[�i] = q[�i]; i = 1; : : : ; nis the model in the parametric fam-ily of log-linear distributions p� thatmaximizes the likelihood L(�) =q[ln p�] of the training data1.1If the training sample consists of complete data



Reasonable starting values for minimum di-vergence estimation is to set �i = 0 fori = 1; : : : ; n. This yields a distribution whichminimizes the divergence to p0, over theset of models p to which the constraintsp[�i] = q[�i]; i = 1; : : : ; n have yet to be ap-plied. Clearly, this argument applies to bothcomplete-data and incomplete-data estima-tion. Note that for a uniformly distributedreference model p0, the minimum divergencemodel is a maximum entropy model (Jaynes,1957). In Sec. 4, we will demonstrate thata uniform initialization of the IM algorithmshows a signi�cant improvement in likelihoodmaximization as well as in linguistic perfor-mance when compared to standard randominitialization.3 Property Design andLexicalization3.1 Basic Con�gurational PropertiesThe basic 190 properties employed in ourmodels are similar to the properties ofJohnson et al. (1999) which incorporate gen-eral linguistic principles into a log-linearmodel. They refer to both the c(onstituent)-structure and the f(eature)-structure of theLFG parses. Examples are properties for� c-structure nodes, corresponding to stan-dard production properties,� c-structure subtrees, indicating argumentversus adjunct attachment,� f-structure attributes, corresponding togrammatical functions used in LFG,� atomic attribute-value pairs in f-structures,� complexity of the phrase being attachedto, thus indicating both high and low at-tachment,� non-right-branching behavior of nonter-minal nodes,� non-parallelism of coordinations.x 2 X , the expectation q[�] corresponds to the em-pirical expectation ~p[�]. If we observe incomplete datay 2 Y, the expectation q[�] is replaced by the condi-tional expectation ~p[k�0 [�]] given the observed data yand the current parameter value �0.

3.2 Class-Based LexicalizationOur approach to grammar lexicalization isclass-based in the sense that we use class-based estimated frequencies fc(v; n) of head-verbs v and argument head-nouns n in-stead of pure frequency statistics or class-based probabilities of head word dependen-cies. Class-based estimated frequencies are in-troduced in Prescher et al. (2000) as the fre-quency f(v; n) of a (v; n)-pair in the train-ing corpus, weighted by the best estimate ofthe class-membership probability p(cjv; n) ofan EM-based clustering model on (v; n)-pairs,i.e., fc(v; n) = maxc2C p(cjv; n)(f(v; n) + 1).As is shown in Prescher et al. (2000) in anevaluation on lexical ambiguity resolution, again of about 7% can be obtained by usingthe class-based estimated frequency fc(v; n)as disambiguation criterion instead of class-based probabilities p(njv). In order to makethe most direct use possible of this fact, weincorporated the decisions of the disambigua-tor directly into 45 additional properties forthe grammatical relations of the subject, di-rect object, indirect object, in�nitival object,oblique and adjunctival dative and accusativepreposition, for active and passive forms of the�rst three verbs in each parse. Let vr(x) be theverbal head of grammatical relation r in parsex, and nr(x) the nominal head of grammaticalrelation r in x. Then a lexicalized property �rfor grammatical relation r is de�ned as�r(x) = 8<: 1 if fc(vr(x); nr(x)) �fc(vr(x0); nr(x0)) 8x0 2 X(y);0 otherwise:The property-function �r thus pre-disambiguates the parses x 2 X(y) of asentence y according to fc(v; n), and storesthe best parse directly instead of taking theactual estimated frequencies as its value. InSec. 4, we will see that an incorporation ofthis pre-disambiguation routine into the mod-els improves performance in disambiguationby about 10%.



exact matchevaluation basicmodel lexicalizedmodel selected+ lexicalizedmodelcomplete-dataestimation P: 68E: 59.6 P: 73.9E: 71.6 P: 74.3E: 71.8incomplete-dataestimation P: 73E: 65.4 P: 86E: 85.2 P: 86.1E: 85.4Figure 2: Evaluation on exact match task for 550 examples with average ambiguity 5.4frame matchevaluation basicmodel lexicalizedmodel selected+ lexicalizedmodelcomplete-dataestimation P: 80.6E: 70.4 P: 82.7E: 76.4 P: 83.4E: 76incomplete-dataestimation P: 84.5E: 73.1 P: 88.5E: 84.9 P: 90E: 86.3Figure 3: Evaluation on frame match task for 375 examples with average ambiguity 254 Experiments4.1 Incomplete Data and ParsebanksIn our experiments, we used an LFG grammarfor German2 for parsing unrestricted text.Since training was faster than parsing, weparsed in advance and stored the resultingpacked c/f-structures. The low ambiguity rateof the German LFG grammar allowed us torestrict the training data to sentences withat most 20 parses. The resulting training cor-pus of unannotated, incomplete data consistsof approximately 36,000 sentences of onlineavailable German newspaper text, comprisingapproximately 250,000 parses.In order to compare the contribution of un-ambiguous and ambiguous sentences to the es-timation results, we extracted a subcorpus of4,000 sentences, for which the LFG grammarproduced a unique parse, from the full train-2The German LFG grammar is being imple-mented in the Xerox Linguistic Environment (XLE,see Maxwell and Kaplan (1996)) as part of the Paral-lel Grammar (ParGram) project at the IMS Stuttgart.The coverage of the grammar is about 50% for unre-stricted newspaper text. For the experiments reportedhere, the e�ective coverage was lower, since the cor-pus preprocessing we applied was minimal. Note thatfor the disambiguation task we were interested in,the overall grammar coverage was of subordinate rel-evance.

ing corpus. The average sentence length of7.5 for this automatically constructed parse-bank is only slightly smaller than that of10.5 for the full set of 36,000 training sen-tences and 250,000 parses. Thus, we conjec-ture that the parsebank includes a representa-tive variety of linguistic phenomena. Estima-tion from this automatically disambiguatedparsebank enjoys the same complete-data es-timation properties3 as training from manu-ally disambiguated treebanks. This makes acomparison of complete-data estimation fromthis parsebank to incomplete-data estimationfrom the full set of training data interesting.4.2 Test Data and Evaluation TasksTo evaluate our models, we constructedtwo di�erent test corpora. We �rst parsedwith the LFG grammar 550 sentenceswhich are used for illustrative purposes inthe foreign language learner's grammar ofHelbig and Buscha (1996). In a next step, thecorrect parse was indicated by a human dis-ambiguator, according to the reading intendedin Helbig and Buscha (1996). Thus a precise3For example, convergence to the global maximumof the complete-data log-likelihood function is guar-anteed, which is a good condition for highly precisestatistical disambiguation.



indication of correct c/f-structure pairs waspossible. However, the average ambiguity ofthis corpus is only 5.4 parses per sentence, forsentences with on average 7.5 words. In orderto evaluate on sentences with higher ambigu-ity rate, we manually disambiguated further375 sentences of LFG-parsed newspaper text.The sentences of this corpus have on average25 parses and 11.2 words.We tested our models on two evalua-tion tasks. The statistical disambiguator wastested on an �exact match� task, where ex-act correspondence of the full c/f-structurepair of the hand-annotated correct parse andthe most probable parse is checked. Anotherevaluation was done on a �frame match� task,where exact correspondence only of the sub-categorization frame of the main verb of themost probable parse and the correct parse ischecked. Clearly, the latter task involves asmaller e�ective ambiguity rate, and is thusto be interpreted as an evaluation of the com-bined system of highly-constrained symbolicparsing and statistical disambiguation.Performance on these two evaluation taskswas assessed according to the following evalu-ation measures:Precision = #correct#correct+#incorrect ,E�ectiveness = #correct#correct+#incorrect+#don't know .�Correct� and �incorrect� speci�es a suc-cess/failure on the respective evaluation tasks;�don't know� cases are cases where the systemis unable to make a decision, i.e. cases withmore than one most probable parse.4.3 Experimental ResultsFor each task and each test corpus, we cal-culated a random baseline by averaging overseveral models with randomly chosen pa-rameter values. This baseline measures thedisambiguation power of the pure symbolicparser. The results of an exact-match evalu-ation on the Helbig-Buscha corpus is shownin Fig. 2. The random baseline was around33% for this case. The columns list di�erentmodels according to their property-vectors.�Basic� models consist of 190 con�gurationalproperties as described in Sec. 3.1. �Lexical-

ized� models are extended by 45 lexical pre-disambiguation properties as described in Sec.3.2. �Selected + lexicalized� models resultfrom a simple property selection procedurewhere a cuto� on the number of parses withnon-negative value of the property-functionswas set. Estimation of basic models from com-plete data gave 68% precision (P), whereastraining lexicalized and selected models fromincomplete data gave 86.1% precision, whichis an improvement of 18%. Comparing lex-icalized models in the estimation methodshows that incomplete-data estimation givesan improvement of 12% precision over train-ing from the parsebank. A comparison of mod-els trained from incomplete data shows thatlexicalization yields a gain of 13% in preci-sion. Note also the gain in e�ectiveness (E)due to the pre-disambigution routine includedin the lexicalized properties. The gain due toproperty selection both in precision and e�ec-tiveness is minimal. A similar pattern of per-formance arises in an exact match evaluationon the newspaper corpus with an ambiguityrate of 25. The lexicalized and selected modeltrained from incomplete data achieved here60.1% precision and 57.9% e�ectiveness, for arandom baseline of around 17%.As shown in Fig. 3, the improvement in per-formance due to both lexicalization and EMtraining is smaller for the easier task of frameevaluation. Here the random baseline is 70%for frame evaluation on the newspaper corpuswith an ambiguity rate of 25. An overall gainof roughly 10% can be achieved by going fromunlexicalized parsebank models (80.6% preci-sion) to lexicalized EM-trained models (90%precision). Again, the contribution to this im-provement is about the same for lexicalizationand incomplete-data training. Applying thesame evaluation to the Helbig-Buscha corpusshows 97.6% precision and 96.7% e�ectivenessfor the lexicalized and selected incomplete-data model, compared to around 80% for therandom baseline.Optimal iteration numbers were decided byrepeated evaluation of the models at every�fth iteration. Fig. 4 shows the precision oflexicalized and selected models on the exact
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Figure 4: Precision on exact match task in number of training iterationsmatch task plotted against the number of it-erations of the training algorithm. For parse-bank training, the maximal precision valueis obtained at 35 iterations. Iterating fur-ther shows a clear overtraining e�ect. Forincomplete-data estimation more iterationsare necessary to reach a maximal precisionvalue. A comparison of models with randomor uniform starting values shows an increasein precision of 10% to 40% for the latter.In terms of maximization of likelihood, thiscorresponds to the fact that uniform startingvalues immediately push the likelihood up tonearly its �nal value, whereas random startingvalues yield an initial likelihood which has tobe increased by factors of 2 to 20 to an oftenlower �nal value.5 DiscussionThe most direct points of compar-ison of our method are the ap-proaches of Johnson et al. (1999) andJohnson and Riezler (2000). In the �rst ap-proach, log-linear models on LFG grammarsusing about 200 con�gurational propertieswere trained on treebanks of about 400sentences by maximum pseudo-likelihoodestimation. Precision was evaluated on anexact match task in a 10-way cross valida-tion paradigm for an ambiguity rate of 10,and achieved 59% for the �rst approach.Johnson and Riezler (2000) achieved a gainof 1% over this result by including a class-based lexicalization. Our best models clearlyoutperform these results, both in terms of

precision relative to ambiguity and in termsof relative gain due to lexicalization. Acomparison of performance is more di�cultfor the lexicalized PCFG of Beil et al. (1999)which was trained by EM on 450,000 sen-tences of German newspaper text. There, a70.4% precision is reported on a verb framerecognition task on 584 examples. However,the gain achieved by Beil et al. (1999) due togrammar lexicalizaton is only 2%, comparedto about 10% in our case. A comparisonis di�cult also for most other state-of-the-art PCFG-based statistical parsers, sincedi�erent training and test data, and mostimportantly, di�erent evaluation criteria wereused. A comparison of the performance gaindue to grammar lexicalization shows that ourresults are on a par with that reported inCharniak (1997).6 ConclusionWe have presented a new approach to stochas-tic modeling of constraint-based grammars.Our experimental results show that EM train-ing can in fact be very helpful for accuratestochastic modeling in natural language pro-cessing. We conjecture that this result is duepartly to the fact that the space of parsesproduced by a constraint-based grammar isonly �mildly incomplete�, i.e. the ambiguityrate can be kept relatively low. Another rea-son may be that EM is especially useful forlog-linear models, where the search space inmaximization can be kept under control. Fur-thermore, we have introduced a new class-



based grammar lexicalization, which againuses EM training and incorporates a pre-disambiguation routine into log-linear models.An impressive gain in performance could alsobe demonstrated for this method. Clearly, acentral task of future work is a further explo-ration of the relation between complete-dataand incomplete-data estimation for larger,manually disambiguated treebanks. An inter-esting question is whether a systematic vari-ation of training data size along the linesof the EM-experiments of Nigam et al. (2000)for text classi�cation will show similar results,namely a systematic dependence of the rela-tive gain due to EM training from the relativesizes of unannotated and annotated data. Fur-thermore, it is important to show that EM-based methods can be applied successfullyalso to other statistical parsing frameworks.AcknowledgementsWe thank Stefanie Dipper and BettinaSchrader for help with disambiguation of thetest suites, and the anonymous ACL review-ers for helpful suggestions. This research wassupported by the ParGram project and theproject B7 of the SFB 340 of the DFG.ReferencesFranz Beil, Glenn Carroll, Detlef Prescher, StefanRiezler, and Mats Rooth. 1999. Inside-outsideestimation of a lexicalized PCFG for German.In Proceedings of the 37th ACL, College Park,MD.Eugene Charniak. 1997. Statistical parsing witha context-free grammar and word statistics. InProceedings of the 14th AAAI, Menlo Park, CA.Michael Collins. 1997. Three generative, lexi-calised models for statistical parsing. In Pro-ceedings of the 35th ACL, Madrid.J.N. Darroch and D. Ratcli�. 1972. General-ized iterative scaling for log-linear models. TheAnnals of Mathematical Statistics, 43(5):1470�1480.Stephen Della Pietra, Vincent Della Pietra, andJohn La�erty. 1997. Inducing features of ran-dom �elds. IEEE PAMI, 19(4):380�393.
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